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Islanded Superficial Temporal Artery Flap for 
Single Stage Reconstruction of Large Upper 

Lip Defects in Male Patients

Abstract
Recreating a normal looking and optimally functioning upper lip is a challenge for a 
reconstructive surgeon. Motor vehicle accidents, homicidal amputations, burn and 
cancer are major causes of upper lip defects. Often multiple staged procedures are 
required to achieve the goals. Islanded superficial temporal artery flap is a single 
stage procedure to reconstruct a near normal looking upper lip camouflaged with 
moustaches for the male population. We have an experience of reconstructing 
35 cases of upper lip defects resulting from trauma, homicidal amputations, burn 
and post-oncological resection, with the above said procedure and were able to 
achieve excellent results. We used hand held Doppler to identify the superficial 
temporal artery, raised an islanded flap, tunneling through the cheek, transposed 
it to the upper lip defect. Results fulfill the criterion of an aesthetically pleasing 
and functionally competent lip. Complication rate is nearly negligible.
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Introduction
Perioral area is important both functionally and cosmetically. 
Its mobile nature and varied contours make it a reconstructive 
challenge. The lips are a focus of facial beauty, and their central 
location does not permit concealment of unsightly scars or 
asymmetrical results [1].

The principles of midface reconstruction are to achieve 
adequate function as well as normal aesthetics. The massive 
destruction that is associated with infections, tumors, trauma, 
and thermal injuries, even surgical resection itself, results in 
significantly disfigured three-dimensional (3D) defects that are 
challenging during reconstruction due to the amount of the 
tissues involved, including cheek, nose, and upper lip, all of which 
require reconstruction [2]. All the procedures involved make 
reconstruction of either or both the upper and lower lips, and an 
achievement of good functional and aesthetic results a daunting 
task [3].

The oral sphincter has some fundamental functions i.e., 
phonation, food and saliva retention, facial expressions such 
as anger and smile and a satisfactory cosmetic appearance [4]. 
There are numerous options in our armamentarium to achieve 
the reconstruction of upper lip defects as well as for midface 
defects [3], including local, regional and microvascular free flaps. 

The local and regional flaps do not usually provide an adequate 
amount of support, coverage or lining for large defected areas, 
even though, there would be good color and texture match. 
Moreover they cause significant microstomia. The conventional 
free flaps [5] are not sufficient enough to replace the original 
multilayered facial structures, besides these are time consuming 
and require microsurgical expertise and facilities.

The superficial temporal artery is one of the two terminal branches 
of external carotid artery. It supplies the temporo-parietal fascia 
and the adjacent scalp [6]. Multiple flaps can be based on this 
vessel for reconstruction in the head and neck region. This artery 
is easily identifiable & readily accessible by a simple pre-auricular 
incision. There is negligible donor site morbidity.

Patients and Methods 
A total of 35 patients met the inclusion criteria of our study and 
were registered. All of them were males, aged between 20-70 
years (mean age 45), having 70% to near total upper lip defects 
due to various causes (Figure 1). This was a retrospective study, 
conducted in the department of Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery, 
Bahawal Victoria Hospital, Bahawalpur, spanning over a period of 
4 years (from 2016 to 2019). The cause of the defect was noted. 
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Any co-morbid condition like diabetes mellitus, hypertension and 
smoking were noted as well. Informed consent was obtained from 
all the patients according to the Declaration of Helsinki and IRB 
approval was obtained from the department of the institution. 
Islanded superficial temporal artery flap was used in all these 
patients.

Flap marking and harvesting
First of all, the defect was measured and the template was made 
and sterilized. The Doppler was used to mark the superficial 
temporal (ST) artery on the scalp (Figure 2). The template was 
then placed over the ST artery and flap was marked. A straight-
line incision was marked in pre-auricular region and a zigzag 
incision in the hair bearing skin on the scalp. The flap was raised 
in the subgaleal plane and ST vessels were incorporated in the 
flap. A subcutaneous tunnel was made in the cheek. The flap 
was passed through this tunnel. Care was taken to keep the hair 
directed downwards in the recipient area.

Flap insetting
The lower margin of the flap was sutured with the remaining 
oral mucosa. Care was taken while passing through the tunnel to 
avoid any kinking of the vascular pedicle. The upper margin of the 
flap was sutured with the left over skin margin. A small drain was 
placed for 1-2 days. 

The patients were monitored carefully in the post-op period. The 
patients were discharged after 6-7 days and a regular follow-up 
was ensured. Any complication arising was noted and managed 
accordingly. 

Results 
A total of 35 patients were included in the study. The mean age of 
the patients was 45 years (range, 20 - 70 years). All the patients 
had more than 50% of the upper lip defect. Homicidal lip injury 
was the main cause (48.5%) followed by tumor (28.6%), burns 
(14.3%) and road-traffic accident (8.6%) (Figures 3-6).

The homicidal upper lip injury also included partial nasal 
amputations. The tumors included squamous cell carcinoma 
(Figure 7). The average size of the flap was 2.5 cm x 7.5 cm. 
The patients did not show any complication during the post-op 
period. The patients were asked about the satisfaction about 6-7 
months after the procedure and all were very satisfied.

Case 1: A 30 years old male presented in emergency with 
homicidal upper lip amputation. The examination revealed the 
involvement of more than 70% upper lip amputation with distal 
nasal amputation. The islanded superficial temporal artery flap 
was used to cover the defect and upper lip defect. The patient 
was satisfied with the outcome.

Case 2: A 55 years old male came as out clinic patient with healed 
defect after traumatic amputation of his upper lip and distal nose 
amputation. Lip reconstruction followed by nasal reconstruction 
was performed successfully.

Case 3: A 50 years old male presented with squamous cell 
carcinoma involving upper lip. The patient underwent resection 

Figure 1 Total upper lip defects due to various causes.

Figure 2 Doppler was used to mark the superficial temporal (ST) 
artery on the scalp.

of the tumor and the defect was reconstructed with islanded 
superficial temporal artery flap.

Discussion
Massive midface defects that involve the lip(s) can pose challenging 
reconstructive problems. This region being the focus of viewers’ 
eyes makes the cosmetic outcome of its reconstructions more 
important than those of any other region of the body. Free tissue 
transplantation is the preferred method to reconstruct massive 
dentofacial defects, and local tissue should be used wherever 
possible [5,6]. 

The lips are considered the central feature of the face. It is 
difficult to reconstruct lip defects as they are complex structures 
composed of muscle, fat, vermilion, mucosa, and skin. When 
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and appearances. Generally, for lip reconstruction, defects 
involving less than a third of the lip can be closed primarily. If the 
defect is large (30 to 80%), Estlander, Abbe, or Karapandzic flaps 
are used [7,8]. Moreover, if the surgeon decides to reconstruct 
larger lip defects with local flaps, one must consider the 
disadvantages of rotating large amounts of local tissue including 

Figure 3 A 30-year-old man with homicidal upper and distal 
nasal amputation. 

Figure 4 Post-op satisfactory results after upper lip 
reconstruction; nose reconstruction was planned as 
next step of reconstruction.

performing reconstruction, it is best to use identical or similar 
tissues while camouflaging the scars as much as possible. When 
a plastic surgeon attempts to perform reconstruction of massive 
midface defects, including large upper lip defects, it is necessary 
to make careful preoperative plans in order to restore functions 

Figure 5 Preoperative picture of a patient with traumatic 
amputation of upper lip & nose.

Figure 6 Post-op picture of same patient after lip & nose 
reconstruction.
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facial disfigurement, microstomia, and often unfavorable scars 
(Figure 8).

Regional flaps like forehead, scalp, submental are fewer options 
described in literature but all have their own set of disadvantages. 
The use of free tissue transfer for lip reconstruction is a very 
predictable method for reconstructing these challenging defects 
and maintaining a patient's ability to take in an oral diet [9]. 

Radial forearm free flap is the most commonly used free flap for 
lip reconstruction [9]. Other options include anterolateral thigh 

Figure 7 Pre-operative picture of a patient with squamous cell 
carcinoma. 

Figure 8 Flap designing and dissection. 

free flap, superficial temporal artery free flap and many others but 
free flaps are time consuming and require microsurgical expertise 
and setup [10,11]. All other treatment options like radial forearm 
free flap, nasolabial flap, karapandzic, facial artery myomucosal 
flap, & lower lip switch flaps don’t provide the desired aesthetics 
[9,12]. Many more complex and multi-staged procedures that 
either provide structure or function have become popular, 
however, these procedures are more complex and in many cases 
require a staged approach (Figure 9).

In male patients, moustache is a very important aspect of 
reconstruction. Hair-bearing scalp flaps based on the superficial 
temporal vessels have been described in history by New in 1945 
[10]. Tsur et al. [13] described submental bearded tubed flap 

Figure 9 Subcutaneous tunnel through the cheek for flap trans-
position. 

Figure 10 Immediate Postop; same patient.
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Figure 11 Long term follow up after 1 year.

to provide hair bearing neck skin for upper lip reconstruction 
in males in 1983 (Figures 10 and 11). Extended paramedian 
flap with hair bearing scalp was described by Smart in 2014 for 
upper lip reconstruction [14]. While creating these flap designs, 
the direction of the hair growth must always be assessed and 

planned in such a way that the final appearance mimics that of 
downward directed moustache hair [15].

Conclusion 
In our practical experience, islanded superficial temporal 
artery flaps 10-13 is an excellent method to reconstruct total 
upper lip in men avoiding any cumbersome microsurgical 
procedure. Moreover, it is simple, reliable, single staged method 
of reconstructing upper lip with moustaches and has very 
satisfactory results at both donor as well as recipient areas. It 
provides the patient with a cosmetically and socially acceptable 
appearance allowing him to lead a near normal life.
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